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“When the coach is speaking no one else talks. Period!” (10b)  

“Start practice each day with thought for the day. Each player must memorize it before coming 

on the court. Ask a player to repeat the thought in your initial huddle and tie it into things in the 

players’ lives. This is a great way to focus the team and teach a life lesson each practice.” (10d) 

“Vary your presentation: 

1. Speech 

2. Demonstration 

3. Video 

4. Chalk Talks 

5. Individual Conferences 

6. Props 

7. Outside Speaker” (11g) 

“Give each player hope. Explain your plan for them. Set high expectations and demand they 

work their butts off to reach them. Confront players that do not put forth the effort and tell them 

you are disappointed with their lack of accountability!” (11k) 

“Do not permit a player to demonstrate bad body language. This is death! The player is 

disrespecting the coach. Throw them out of practice and meet after practice to explain that you 

will not tolerate bad body language from anyone.” (12q) 

“A quiet gym is a losing gym.” (12aa) 

“Talent without team work is trouble. I have seen many teams with lots of talent that were never 

successful because of selfishness, jealousies, conflict and players that were unwilling to accept 

and play their role.” (22) 

“End each practice on a high note.” (27-6) 
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“Start each practice with a ‘thought for the day.’ Discuss the thought and quiz the team on it. 

This will focus a team.” (27-7) 

“No one walks during practice when they are on the court. Inside the lines everyone runs.” (28-

11) 

“Invite the fans, parents, administration, and teachers to two practices each season. It will give 

them an opportunity to see how hard the team works and how well you are organized. It will give 

them some insight into a player who is not playing. These will be great practices because the 

players will want to show off.” (29-19) 

“At least three times a season have an individual come to practice and evaluate its efficiency. 

This should be done with games as well. You will be shocked how much it helps.” (29-21) 

“During practice, do not run drills that are not part of your offensive, defensive and rebounding 

systems. When I was an assistant I witnessed the head coach run drills that they liked or had 

gotten from attending clinics that had nothing to do with what they ran. It was a waste of time.” 

(29-22) 

“If you have more than two bad practices during a season you have done a poor job of 

coaching.” (30-27) 

“Make sure you have goals to accomplish at each practice.” (30-32) 

“Expect improvement from the each player each practice and post individual statistics 

afterwards.” (30-33) 

“Don’t let the only limitations your players have be you!” (30-1) 

“All quitters are good losers. When you quit once it’s easier to quit a second time and then it 

becomes a habit.” (30-4) 

“Practice does not make perfect; practice makes permanent. Prefect practice makes perfect.” (30-

5) 

“Negative emotions will not be tolerated.” (31-C) 

“To win, all talk and energy must be positive.” (31-12) 

“ ‘If you must hold a longer practice tell the players not to count the time, let the time count – 

work hard.’ “ – Roy Williams (31-13) 

“Make sure the players know your expectations for each practice.” (31-14) 

“Your key concern must be how to make the fans feel like the team is theirs.” (67-13) 

“Schedule the outside source you are going to bring in to evaluate your practices and games. 

Bring this person in early and late in the season so they can make improvement comparisons.” 

(67-19) 



“Make sure you make at least one facility improvement: gym, locker area, film room, training 

area, practice facility, and any other areas that are used for the basketball program.” (67-20) 

“Work on improving the media coverage for the team. Have lunch with the media that cover 

your games. Build a relationship.” (68-24) 

“Arrange speaking engagements. Get yourself and the team in the public’s eye.” (68-26) 

“Evaluate your pre-game and half-time routines from the previous season. Make any necessary 

adjustments.” (68-27) 

“Determine if the team has a team leader(s). If you do not feel you have a team leader devise 

plans to develop a leader(s) during the offseason.” (68-29) 

“Set date(s) for pre-season parents meetings: cover team rules, how players earn playing time, 

academic expectations for the players, pass out itineraries for all away games, and review 

parental boundaries. Make sure the parents know they can call you any time concerning their 

child’s academics, social life or perceived problems off the court, but they may never call you 

concerning anything about basketball.” (69-37) 

“Do players project the coaches personality?” (75-16) 

“Is there a total team effort each game?” (75-17) 

“Are the players in top condition and strong?” (75-19) 

“MAKE SURE THE BENCH KNOWS THEY ARE THE MAN!” (88) 

“Do not keep players that will not play in games! Dress 10 for each game and run an active 10-

man rotation…In college, I would suggest having a five-player scout team comprised of players 

that do not dress for games and do not participate in drills at practice…Imagine how much work 

in a short time could get done with only 10 players participating in drills? Imagine the 

conditioning. Imagine the repetitions each player would get. Imagine how intense the drills 

would be. Think about this coach. All 10 players know they are going to play in the games. 

Think of all the players and parents being happy. Think about the team’s improvement because 

of practice reps. Think of how much you could shorten practice! WOW!” (89-90) 

Regarding team rules: “ ‘None’ is easier to enforce…LESS IS BETTER!” (101) 

Regarding team rules: “Make positively sure you keep records of what you did for each situation. 

Treat all the players the same from the star(s) to the bench players. This is a must if you ever 

expect respect from the team!” (101) 

“I believe the best advice I can give a coach when dealing with the administration is never 

wrestle with a pig, you both get dirty, but the pig likes it!” (126-9) 

“Amazing what a little fear can accomplish. No authority, no respect, and no discipline are a 

terrible combination.” (127) 



“Winning creates chemistry. Chemistry creates family. Family creates trust. Trust creates 

success.” (131) 

“Coaches can do everything in their power to prepare a team to win, but the players play the 

game. Winning and losing is determined by the players, not the coach!” (136) 

“THE KEY TO END-OF-GAME SITUATIONS IS TO PRACTICE EACH POSSIBLE 

SITUATION AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE!” (142) 

“Two hours of drills will condition your team. The point is your team does not need to do all the 

extra running and strength training if your practices are intense. Do your conditioning on the 

court!” (143) 

“Your bench players need extra conditioning during the season. If your team is playing two 

nights a week your bench players are missing two days of conditioning each week. Keep them 

after practice and play three-on-three full-court games at least twice each week. Think about 

this!” (145) 

“Playing games and running drills not only condition your team, but improve their basketball 

skills. You are killing two birds with one stone!” (145) 

“PLAYERS WILL ACCEPT, AND POSSIBLY, ENJOY CONDITIOING WHEN IT IS DONE 

ON THE COURT. THE PLAYERS ARE PLAYING BASKETBALL, NOT JUST RUNNING!” 

(145) 

“Poor coaches lose consistently; good coaches win consistently, a fact of life.” (147) 

“Staff meetings should be run like practice.  

1. The meeting starts on time. 

2. The meeting is short and on point. 

3. The person running the meeting must have specific issues they want to cover and 

have an agenda/lesson plan. They must be organized. 

At least one day prior to the meeting each person attending the meeting must receive an 

agenda listing the issues that will be covered. 

4. The meeting ends when it is over. 

5. Staff meetings are not social gatherings. 

6. Each meeting must be started with a focus point, maybe a prayer. 

7. The people attending the meeting must come prepared to make constructive 

suggestions. The attendees are making suggestions, not decisions. 

8. The people attending the meeting cannot be ‘yes’ people if the meeting is going to be 

productive. When the meeting ends each individual in the room must be on the same 

page.” 

11.  Each individual attending the meeting should leave the meeting with information that 

will help them with their responsibilities: a clearer picture of what the head coach 



wants and specific tasks that must be performed to ensure the decisions made are 

fulfilled and successful.” (153-154) 

“BUILD PRIDE AND TRADITION WITH THE MANAGERIAL STAFF. RECOGNIZE 

THEM AT THE YEAR-END BANQUET. MAKE THEM FEEL LIKE THEY ARE THE MAN. 

IN FACT, THEY ARE THE MAN!” (160) 

“Your goal as the head coach is to establish an away-game routine that makes your team 

comfortable and builds a tradition that the team is tough and expects to win on the road!” (163) 

“I THINK IT HAS BECOME A COMMON ATTITUDE IN BASKETBALL THAT RUNS 

ARE INEVITABLE, NOT TRUE. COACHES SIMPLY LET THE RUN HAPPEN. IT IS 

SUPPOSED TO HAPPEN? NOT TRUE!” (173) 

“The individuals on the opposing team are the ones that are going to beat you. I suggest scouting 

the top seven players and ask yourself: What can we do to take advantage of them?” (183) 

“I BELIEVE THE KEY TO GAME MANAGEMENT IS TO PLAY THE GAME(S) IN TWO-

MINUTE SEGMENTS. ANY TEAM CAN PLAY WITH AN OPPONENT FOR TWO 

MINUTES AT A TIME. I BELIEVE THE SECOND KEY IS TO KEEP THE GAME CLOSE 

AS LONG AS POSSIBLE!” (205) 

“The coach must establish a substitution pattern that gives their team the advantage each time 

they sub. I believe the key to a positive substitution pattern is to keep two of your best players on 

the bench – when the game starts and after half-time – that can come off the bench and make a 

positive difference.” (205-2) 

“The head coach must use their timeouts to prevent the opponent from making any two-minute 

spurts. If necessary, I believe the head coach must call consecutive timeouts to stop the bleeding. 

Why save timeouts for the end of the game if your team is not in the game at the end?” (205-3) 

“Each day a portion of practice must be spent playing two-minute games to prepare a team to 

play in two-minute segments.” (205-4) 

“If what needs done on the court conflicts with what the coach wants the point guard to do, do 

what needs to be done and to hell with the coach. This is when the point guard becomes a great 

player.” (211) 

Regarding point guard play: “They know which teammate has a hot hand during a game. They 

make sure the teammate gets the ball until they run their string. After the player with the hot 

hand misses, the point guard gives them the ball one more time to make sure they have run their 

string.” (212-11) 

“The head coach needs to make their point guard(s) feel like they are the man…The quickest 

way to change a losing culture is develop a point guard(s) in your high school feeder system or 

immediately recruit a point guard(s) in college.” (214) 

“IF YOU WANT TO WIN MORE GAMES HAVE A DESIGNATED INBOUNDER!”  (224) 



“A HEAD COACH BETTER PRAY THEY HAVE AT LEAST ONE GRUNT PLAYER ON 

THEIR TEAM, BUT HOPE THERE ARE TWO!” (227) 

“THE POST PLAYER DOES NOT HAVE TO BE A BIG GUY…In my offense, the first player 

that sprinted to the post was the post player for that offensive possession. DEFENDERS NEVER 

KNEW WHERE THEIR MAN WAS GOING EACH OFFENSIVE POSSESSION. A 

NIGHTMARE FOR THE DEFENSE.” (229) 

“Why can’t the post player be any player on the team – NO MATTER THE SIZE OF THE 

PLAYER? What if your best passer or scorer is a great post player? Most teams do not practice 

defending the post with their small players. Think about it. Who will have an advantage in a 

game – your player.” (230) 

“HAVING ALL PLAYERS LEARN TO PLAY THE POST HELPS THEM UNDERSTAND 

HOW TO PASS TO IT.” (233) 

“THE REAL PROBLEM NOT GETTING THE BALL TO THE POST IS TWO FOLD: 

Coaches do not spend enough time in practice working on passing the ball to the post. Offensive 

post players not working hard to get open because they know they are not going to receive a 

pass…IF THEY CAN SEE THE PLAYERS NUMBERS REALIZE THEY ARE OPEN AND 

PASS THE BALL. I believe each time in practice a perimeter player does not pass to an open 

post player the team runs. INITIALLY, THERE WILL BE A LOT OF RUNNING!” (234) 

“Practice is noisy and spirited, full of reminders and positive input.” (243) 

“Assistant coaches have specific assignments each practice.” (244-30) 

“THE END OF PRACTICE HUDDLE IS EXTREMELY TIGHT!” (244-32) 

“Effort is a given. The coach should never have to question your effort.”(301-9) 

“Things in life are unfair. Be prepared for your opportunity. It may never come, but you will be 

prepared if it does. Preparing is success.” (301-15) 

“What are you doing when no one is looking?” (301-16) 

“Successful student-athletes profit from their own mistakes and the mistakes of others.” (303-12) 

“Successful student-athletes don’t alibi. They know the best excuse is one they never make.” 

(303-16) 

“A student-athlete should not only welcome stiff competition they should go out and look for it. 

Tough competition will force you to dig deeper, reach out and stretch your athletic talent.” (304-

1) 

Check sheet for student-athlete (See page 308) 

“Be aware of when you are just going through the motions and when you are focused and getting 

better.” (311-8) 



“If you make poor choices, you will not get to choose the consequences!” (312-3) 

“You are expected to play tough aggressive defense.” (313-33) 

“You determine your attitude. You can hurt the team, on and off the court with your attitude.” 

(313-38) 

“There are several keys to changing a losing culture: 

1. Staying strong 

2. Weathering each storm. There will be many. 

3. Vision. 

4. Sticking to the plan for success.  

5. Patience! “ (317) 

“Purge all individuals involved with the program that accept losing and are not willing to buy 

into your plan. There will be crying and gnashing of teeth during this process. These people will 

stick out like a sore thumb with their losing attitude. Get rid of them. ASAP! This process is easy 

with the immediate team players, assistant coaches and support staff.” (318-2) 

“Eliminate parental interference with the players and the program. At the first parent/player 

meeting inform the parents they are to support the entire team and coaching staff regardless of 

their son’s or daughter’s status on the team. If they are there only for the welfare of their child, 

both they and their child are not welcome.” (318-5) 

“Talent has nothing to do with how conditioned an individual can be. It takes a lot of hurt to 

accomplish this step. It will bring the team together and bond them.” (319) 

“Stress basic fundamentals to improve each player’s skill level. Get rid of players that do not 

dedicate themselves to improving their fundamental skill set. They will be loser’s!” (321-14) 

“Demand discipline, on and off the court. Each player is expected to consistently behave the 

right way, the same way each time.”  (321-16) 

“Institute mental toughness. There are no excuses! Do not tolerate excuses!” (323-25) 

“Make sure each player know their role and the importance of the role if the team is going to be 

successful.” (323-26) 

“My theory is shoot the ball before you throw it away. Only one bad thing can happen with a 

shot – you miss.” (323) 

“Convince your fan base that this is their team.” (324-30) 

“Expand expectations.” (324-40) 

‘Improve communication skills, on and off the court. Make sure each player understands that for 

two people to communicate one must listen!” (324-44) 



“Use all of your timeouts the first half, if necessary, to keep your team in the game. Stay 

competitive in the game as long as possible.” (324) 

“You must hire assistant coaches you can teach.” (325-31) 

“Find a way to end practice on a high note. Players must have fun.” (326-48) 

 


